
Stems Quiz Example 
Translate the roots in the following words as literally as possible. It’s okay to flip the order of 
definitions to make the overall translation more logical. If you have no idea, just guess – don’t 
leave any blank. Check your answers for all 25 words (even ones you think you got right), 
correct any mistakes, and highlight words you didn’t get completely correct in red. Once you 
finish, type at the bottom your total points (the number of words out of 25 you got right) and 
save the quiz. These completed quizzes will be a helpful source of review. 

I color-coded this to help clarify the process, but you don’t need to color-code your own 
quizzes. If every letter of every word is accounted for with a root, you’ve completed the 
translation. 

1. tessaraglot = four tongue
2. adactylous = full of not finger
3. perinephrium = around kidney element/diminutive/noun suffix*
4. anserous = full of goose
5. anthropogenic = relating to human create**
6. calorimetry = heat measure process
7. hydrargyrum = water silver [neuter] noun suffix
8. colloquy = together speak process
9. biophagous = full of life eat***
10. hyperglycemia = above sugar blood condition/genus/things belonging to
11. sciosophy = shadow wise process
12. poliosis = gray condition
13. electroencephalograph = electricity brain write****
14. biphyletic = relating to two tribe
15. pyoid = resembling pus
16. anaclastic = relating to up/back break
17. senium = old element/diminutive/noun suffix
18. hydatomorphic = relating to water shape
19. pneumotachograph = lung/breath/spirit speed write
20. stellular = relating to small star
21. euthanatize = to make good death
22. circummure = around wall
23. acoustician = one belonging to relating to sound
24. cervicorn = deer horn
25. irrevocability = not again/back capable of to call quality*****

CHALLENGE: cleistothecium = closed case element/diminutive/noun suffix****** 

*If a root has more than one definition, list them all. When you check your answers, bold the
definition that’s used. If you provided all the root’s possible definitions, you can count the
root as correct.
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**Try to make your root definitions correspond exactly with the definitions on Quizlet. If you 
defined -gen- as “produce,” change it to Quizlet’s definition: “create”). You can be lenient 
with your original answers though; if you had anthropogenic = relating to human produce 
instead of relating to human create before you checked Quizlet, you still earn the point. 

***Aim to avoid it, but using root combos (like -phagous = eating, -ical = relating to, -ability = 
capacity, -vorous = eating, -ferous = bearing) shouldn’t cost you the point. biophagous = life 
eating still counts as correct. 

****Also acceptable: electroencephalograph = electricity in head write 

*****Also acceptable: irrevocability = not again to call capacity 

******Also acceptable: cleistothecium = closed small case 
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